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The skyline of Jakarta, Indonesia.

Covenant administration and faculty hope
to forge ties with Indonesian school system
by Kate Harrison
kate.harrison@covenant.edu

Last fall, President Niel Nielson received
a phone call that would eventually lead
him and a group of Covenant College
administrators to Indonesia earlier this
month.
Nielson was contacted by an Indonesian educational group, the Pelita
Harapan Foundation, which wanted to
pay Covenant a visit. Pelita Harapan has
worked over the last 10-15 years to establish an enterprise of reformed Christian
schools across Indonesia—from kindergarten to doctoral programs. They had
travelled to the U.S. to look at Christian
colleges to form relationships with, and
Covenant was on their list.
The Pelita Harapan group met with
members of the administration and of
Covenant’s education department during
their blitz trip. The meeting sparked
mutual interest between the schools.
“We just felt a common sense of mission and identity with them, and they
invited us to come see what they were
doing,” Nielson said. He and his wife,
Dr. Kathleen Nielson, visited Indonesia
briefly in June, and grew “impressed and
excited” about the enterprise.
On Oct. 23, Nielson flew back to
Jakarta, this time with Vice President of
Academic Affairs Jeff Hall, Vice President
of Advancement Troy Duble, and Educa-

tion Department Chair Jim Drexler for
a week long visit. Both Dr. Bill Davis,
professor of philosophy, and Matthew
Bryant, Director of Admissions, were
slated to take part in the trip but were
unable to go.
The Covenant group spent most of
their time in the greater Jakarta area,
touring schools, conducting seminars
and meeting with teachers, students
and administrators. They were hosted
by James Riady, whose family generated
the vision for the school system and has
directed the schools’ development. Riady
is Executive Chairman of Lippo China
Resources Ltd., one of Indonesia’s largest investment-holding conglomerates,
which financially supports the school
system.
THE PELITA HARAPAN SCHOOLS
The Foundation’s explicitly Christian
K-12 schools serve children in three
socioeconomic ranges across Indonesia.
Ultimately, its goal is to establish 1,000
tuition-free schools for Indonesians in
rural villages and under-served urban
areas, 100 schools for middle-class
students, and 10 elite, more rigorous
schools that prepare students to study at
international universities.
continued on page 2

An inside look at Dr. Kelly Kapic’s new book
by Hannah Vanbiber
hannah.vanbiber@covenant.edu

Three and a half years in the making, God So
Loved, He Gave, written by Covenant professor Kelly Kapic, is fresh off the press.
The book, written in collaboration with
Kapic’s former student, Justin Borger ‘06,
was published by Zondervan and hit stores
two weeks ago. It explores the Christian
story through the lens of gift: creation as
a gift, fall as a taking of the only thing
that wasn’t given, and redemption as God
reclaiming what is broken.
“The great surprise of the story,” said
Kapic, “is how God gets it back by giving it
all away, ultimately giving His Son, Spirit,
and Kingdom as gifts.”
Against this background, Kapic and
Borger explore the themes of social justice
and concern for the poor throughout the
Bible. “I’m interested in what God is doing
in His work of redemption and how we
are invited to participate,” Kapic said. The
book gives both a deep theological foundation for this kind of generous living, and
also provides enough direction to transform
that foundation into action.
The project began about four years ago
when a few people from the organization
Generous Giving approached Kapic about
writing a book.
“At first I told them I was too busy. I was
working on four other projects at the time.
Tabitha and I really wrestled and prayed

Dr. Kelly Kapic
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over this one, but ultimately decided that this
was an important Kingdom work we wanted to
be part of.”
Long story short, Kapic and Borger, who
worked with Generous Giving at the time, collaborated to create the book. It was, said Kapic,
“...the hardest thing I’ve done in terms of writing, because you feel so exposed, you realize how
far you fall short on some of these things.”
continued on page 2
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Indonesia trip opens doors

Dr. Kapic’s book
continued from page 1

CONTRIBUTED BY NIEL NIELSON
Troy Duble, President Nielson, Jim Drexler and Jeff Hall sit with students and faculty from a school in the Curug area of Jakarta

continued from page 1

RIADY & THE LIPPO GROUP

In addition to this, the Pelita
Harapan Foundation has established a thriving university, Universitas Pelita Harapan (UPH), within
greater Jakarta. A centerpiece of
this university is its Teacher’s College, which trains and educators
who, after graduation, agree to
work at the Pelita Harapan K-12
schools for a stint.
“We got to spend time with
these teachers—and they are
the most amazingly committed
people,” Nielson said.
One of the teachers they met
with was Covenant alumna Rebekah Schmidt ’10, who is teaching
at one of the foundation’s schools.
The administrators said they
returned encouraged and inspired
by the foundation’s vision for holistically impacting Indonesia. Hall
said he was particularly,“amazed at
God’s faithfulness to His Kingdom
across cultural contexts.”

The Lippo Group conducts banking, investment, and commercial
development ventures in China
and Southeast Asia.
Over a decade ago, Riady and
the Lippo Group came under
global scrutiny when he pled guilty
to campaign fund-raising violations
during the 1996 U.S. presidential
election. His group had to pay
an $8.6 million fine for donating
foreign money to the Democratic
Party.
Since then, Riady has continued
to move forward with the Lippo
Group’s business ventures, but has
increasingly become known for
his philanthropic and communitybuilding efforts. He became a
Christian in the 1990s, which is
when he zealously took up the mission of Christian education.
“They’ve chosen to devote the
focus of their lives to Christian
education because they believe it is
so crucial to the future of Indone-

sia,” Nielson said. “Their vision is
very much an integrated community development enterprise.”
According to an interview with
the Wharton School of Business,
Riady views education as Indonesia’s greatest priority for growth and
stabilization.
“Despite so much wealth being
created, it is not sustainable because
there are a lot of gaps in our society—between the rich and poor, the
educated and uneducated…The key
is education,” Riady emphasized.
FUTURE COLLABORATION
Covenant administrators see multiple avenues for future collaboration
with the Pelita Harapan schools.
Drexler highlighted the possibility
for Covenant graduates to teach at
the foundation’s prep schools.
“I would love to see more
students join Rebekah out there,”
said Drexler, who said he is excited
about adding another international
connection with Covenant’s edu-

Got a brain?

Though deeply scholarly (the
endnotes could be a book in itself ),
the book is written as a challenge
to Christians in every walk of life.
“This is intentionally the first book
I’ve ever written for a broader
audience,” Kapic said. “My hope is
that people who have never been
to college will read it, but also that
scholars will read it.”
So far, the book’s endorsements
show he has succeeded, with praise
from scholars and laity alike. One
reader, a businessman with the
Cherokee Fund, responded, “I’m
not a thinker, I’m not a theologian,
I can’t finish a book on theology
– and I read this whole thing in a
weekend.” Kapic said responses
like this are especially encouraging
because it’s not his typical audience.
Another unique aspect of this
particular project are its “artistic
responses” from Covenant students.
Covenant alumnus Matt Brown
‘09, wrote a song called “The
Psaltery” in response to the book,
and Drew Belz ‘10 created a music
video for it. According to Kapic, the
project grew organically. During a
dry spell for Brown’s songwriting,
Kapic gave him the manuscript for
the book. Around the same time,
Kapic was talking with Belz about
putting videos up on the book’s

website.
“I love Matt’s lyrics,” Kapic said,
“and I love the video production
and sound. I have no idea what
other people will do, so I’m excited
to see what actually happens.” Belz
plans to continue producing videos
of musicians’ responses to the book
for the website.
The future bears more writing
for Kapic, who said he has at least
four projects in the works that
should reach completion in the
next four to five years. “One of the
things I get a great deal of pleasure
doing is working with former students,” he said. “I love to see them
get published.”
He is currently collaborating
with two former students, Melanie
(Murray) Webb ‘04 and Wesley
Vander Lugt, on two separate
projects. His other projects include
writing a two-volume devotional
work with Randal Rauser and
co-editing a piece called “Mapping
Modern Theology” with a scholar
from Princeton.

cational department. The department already has relationships with
schools in Hungary, the Czech
Republic and China.
Drexler also talked about having education students do summer internships, and conducting
exchange courses for faculty from
both Covenant and Pelita Haripan. Nielson discussed the hope of
recruiting students from the Pelita
Haripan prep schools and attracting
Indonesian faculty to the Masters of
Education program.
Hall specified that there is

presently no financial relationship between Covenant and the
Lippo group, and that “the primary
resources from both sides for the
initial work is educational and
ideological.”
According to Nielson, Covenant
footed the bill for the group’s travel
to Indonesia. Their hosts paid for
accommodations and food while
they were there. “We’re making an
investment to pursue this relationship. And as with any investment
we realize that it’s in the Lord’s
hands ,” Nielson said.

For more information on the book,
visit http://godsolovedhegave.com.
For more information on the Artistic
Responses or to get involved, visit
http://godsolovedhegave.com/artisticresponses or talk to Matt Brown.
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Space Revolutions
Covenant art students at MTW conference

by Anna Wiersema
anna.wiersma@covenant.edu

As soon as they entered the Chattanooga Convention Center, attendees of the Mission to the World
(MTW) Global Missions Conference began an artistic journey.
International and local artists had
integrated art spaces into the main
hallway, creating an interactive
experience for participants.
18 Covenant students volunteered
to help with the project.
“The conference is an opportunity
for us to express the theme ‘The
Hope of the Nations’ in our heart
language: art,” said Australian missionary and artist Berenice Rarig.
Rarig organized the art spaces in
conjunction with Covenant Art
Professor Jeff Morton. The spaces
were intended to challenge attendees to rethink their perception of
the world.
“The idea is that to engage art
requires a relationship, that we are
asking people to think about their
relationships with space, and with
with others, and ultimately with
God,” Morton said.
In the first stage, “(Un)familiar Space,” senior Nate Foxton
displayed paintings in the entryway. From there, attendees passed
through “Here and There Space,”
two galleries showcasing pieces by
senior Liz Cain and MTW intern
Shannon Johnston.
Cain created her SIP specifically
for the conference. Her exhibit was
a surprise tribute to her grandfather,
who attended the conference. She
prepared for the project by building
relationships with the missionaries
he has supported and asking them
to write letters about him and his
wife. Their emails and hand-written
letters were projected onto ten
wooden pillars, bearing the names
of Cain’s family members.
“It speaks to all the layers of our
lives of built up relationships and
how we deepen those,” Cain said.
The other gallery showcased the
exhibit “Now I Lay Me Down to
Sleep” by Shannon Johnston, a
former military kid who is currently raising support for a MTW
internship in Australia. She created
the project out of various materials,
such as fabric scraps and pieces of
china. Her work explored the theme
of home, drawing from her own
experiences of rootlessness.
Next came a series of participatory spaces called “In Between
Space.” Here, Rarig, Morton, senior
Heather Price, and alumna Audrey

Liz Cain’s senior project on display at the Mission to the World Global Missions Conference.

Brown ‘10 invited attendees to view
and participate in their artwork.
Rarig folded coffee filters and
invited others to join her in the
process. The 11,000 plus filters she
has folded thus far represent the
practice of prayer. “God’s hand is
our filter,” Rarig said. “We put our
stuff in His hand and He decides
what’s best for us and He decides
what comes out.”
Beside Rarig, Jeff Morton asked
attendees where they were from and
then created a map incorporating
their names.
For her space, Price built a chair
from scrap lumber. She encouraged
people to tell their stories of hardship. Then Heather carved, burned,

and painted words from their
stories into her chair.
“My space is all about the idea
that we only have hope in Christ,”
Price said. “Through our collective stories of difficult times and
through sharing those stories with
each other we create this network
of support which is really what a
community is.”
Nearby, Brown created a stop-action film on site, encouraging passersby to join her. Alumna Rachel
Dahl ‘10 constructed a woman out
of Himalayan salt and spoke with
attendees about art and life.
The final stage, “Overlooked
Space,” required participants to
discover art that Covenant art
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students had hidden in out of the
way places. In this way, the spaces
broadened the participants’ conception of the nature and role of art.
“Art is... not always a painting or
always something that’s just framed
up on the wall,” Cain said. “It
might be in your way, or it might
be underneath the staircase.”
The artists hope that their work
will foster discussion about art
among the missionaries. “[We
want] to come alongside the people
that are attending and plant ideas
in their mind about the role art
and artists can have in the mission
field,” Price said. “Hopefully with
our involvement this year, at future
conferences more artists will come.”
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Q:

Which lead singer
do you think
is the biggest

A:

John Rzeznik,
the Goo Goo Dolls

A few weeks back, I saw John
Rzeznik in concert. The following hypothetical
interview is based on his actual on-stage banter.
Trexler: So John, what exactly is a Goo Goo Doll?
Rzeznik: Uh, 33-year-old man that regrets ever coming up with
that name.
Trexler: How long has the band been together?
Rzeznik: Romantically or musically? (laughs)
Trexler: Your first album was released in 1987 and your latest one, Something For the
Rest of Us, was just released this August. What would you say is the reason for such a long and
successful career?
Rzeznik: I have this rule: If you write an amazing, cool song that you mean and then you go put
your leather pants on and sing it in front of people; that's ok. But if you put your leather pants on and
stand in front of the mirror and go, "Ok, I've got to write a song to fit these pants," then you're in trouble.
Trexler: Well that rule seems to have worked for you. Your new song is called “Home.” Home seems to be a theme in a lot
of your songs – any reason for that?
Rzeznik: Honestly I don’t know what the song’s about; I just sing it.
Trexler: Yeah…and I see you’re trying to broaden your base as well; you appeared on Sesame Street the other week?
Rzeznik: Yeah and I was really glad we got to do something like that —
 I grew up watching Sesame Street. You get so sucked into them.
They are so alive and so real that you forget that there's a large man with his hand up the butt of this puppet.
Trexler: Do you see yourself ever working with kids?
Rzeznik: (laughs) No, I hate ‘em. We worked with a little girl for one of our music videos [Baby’s Black Balloon]. Biggest little monster I’ve met in my
life. This girl punched me right in the area. That was the one time in my life when I said, "Man that kid needs a beating." So we fired her. That was when I
was thinking we should just hire a midget. Put a wig on Mini-Me, smear some dirt on his face, roll him around on the ground and then put him in a dress.
Trexler: Well if you could send a message to the youth and to those who listen to your music, what would it be?
-Matthew Trexler
Rzeznik: Yeah, if life hands you a lemon, throw it at someone.

tool?

A:

John Popper,
Blues Traveler

A:

When I think of “tool front men,” the first person that comes to mind is John Popper, the lead singer
and harmonica player of jam band Blues Traveler. If you’ve ever listened to either of their most well
known songs, “Run Around” and “Hook,” and wondered what the heckles that crazy solo
Christopher Owens,
during the bridge was, it’s Popper on the harmonica. And if you’ve ever listened to any
of the band’s other songs, you might have noticed that they’re all structured around
Girls
Popper’s crazy solos. There’s no doubt that he’s talented—one might even call
him a “virtuoso” of the ol’ mouth organ—but only a toolbag of a band
Christopher Owens from Girls is a pretty intolerable
leader would push these flamboyant and self-indulgent harmonica
front man. First, he possesses the most obvious mark of
solos to the forefront of a band’s every song. Come on Popa tool: a head of flowing long hair. Second, in interviews he’s
per, do we really need to be reminded of how fast you
often cited his troubled past as a member of the Children of God cult
can walk up and down a scale? And do you really
as the primary source of inspiration for his music. That would be okay, if
think every song calls for a crazy rockin'
he hadn’t allowed his back story to dwarf his music. He’s successfully parlayed his
harmonica solo? We know you’re
disturbed childhood into full-fledged Pitchfork darling status for himself and his band
good. Let’s move on.
over the past year.
I don’t mean to minimize Owens’ suffering, but some cynical part of me secretly questions
whether his story is just a gimmick to separate Girls from every other band at SXSW (South by South- Luke Mosher
west Music Festival.) His proclivity for conducting interviews under the influence of hard drugs makes me
wonder how many of his answers are genuine. And though his heart-rending history should elicit sympathy, his
lyrics are often bleak enough to make me wonder if he was able to cull anything but self-pity from his painful experiences. Even his most hopeful songs are sung in such a pitiful whine that Girls’ self-titled debut gets unbearably depressing
after the first couple tracks.
Don’t get me wrong – I like “Lust for Life” as much as the next guy. But I always find myself reaching for my iPod to switch to another
artist after hearing about 30 seconds of any other song on that album.
- Austin Humbles
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Taylor Swift’s
“Speak Now” Talks Back

In Taylor Swift’s third album she lets her aggressive side shine.

by Karin Olson and Lisa Coward
karin.olson@covenant.edu
lisa.coward@covenant.edu

In Glamour magazine last month,
Taylor Swift clarified that she only
writes mean songs about guys
“who deserve it.” Joe Jonas got
a mild taste of this in her 2009
album, Fearless (See “Forever and
Always”—yes, the title is sarcastic)
for breaking up with her over the
phone in a 27 second long conversation. Unfortunately for John
Mayer, Kanye West, and some of
her more outspoken critics, Taylor

holds back the venom even less in
her latest album, Speak Now. The
album is full of slicing “shame-onyou’s” aimed at those who have
made the mistake of slighting her in
the past.
Lyrically, Swift’s honesty makes
the album exceed any she has previously produced. Songs like “Dear
John,” “Back to December,” and
“Innocent” demonstrate a maturity,
depth and vulnerability that is likely
to draw in listeners beyond her
typical country-pop girl fans. Not
only will her more upbeat songs
like “Mean” and “Speak Now” find
their way into your head, they will
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also make their way into your heart.
Who could listen to lyrics like “You,
have pointed out my flaws again, as
if I don't already see them/ I walk
with my head down trying to block
you out cause I'll never impress
you/ I just wanna feel okay again”
and not feel a resounding “Amen!”
pulse through their veins?
Although most of Speak Now’s
songs are likable, the album does
have a few hiccups. For those few
and far between die-hard Evanescence fans out there, you might
appreciate Swift’s dramatic violins
over her rock-enhanced voice in the
song, “Haunted.” Stylistically, the

song does not fit with the rest of
Swift’s music, and listening through
the whole song is similar to watching Keanu Reeves’ acting—all you
can do is cringe and wish for it to
be over.
The last track on the album,
“Better than Revenge” is another
song that seems as if Swift is trying
to bring back the Avril Lavigne
whiny pop-rock sound. She speaks
the first line “Now go stand in the
corner and think about what you
did/ Ha, Time for a little revenge”
and continues singing about having
revenge on a girl who stole her man.
Though it shows a more aggressive,

harsher side to Swift’s personality,
it doesn’t fit the sound of the rest of
the album.
So, will you like this album? If
you are looking for a fun listen,
then yes. But if your pride won’t let
you enjoy Swift’s frequently cheesy
and over-the-top lyrics, then maybe
you should pass this one up.
One last piece of advice: For all
you guys out there who are dying
for a chance to woo the elegant
Miss Swift; if you somehow succeed, don’t break her heart. It will
be broadcast to listeners all over the
world and everyone will know what
a jerk you were.

Paul Auster’s “Invisible”
A thrilling novel about youth, love, murder and incest
2007. A famous author receives the
manuscript for the first part of a
novel (the first part of this novel, in
Invisible is the story of a twentyfact) and is asked by his long lost
year- old college student named
college friend, the previously menAdam Walker. He is studying at
tioned Adam Walker, to provide
Columbia University in New York
some editorial advice and the two
and during the spring of 1967 his
begin to correspond.
life takes a pretty serious turn. The
The novel within the novel
plot is thrilling, but Paul Auster’s
(1967) is written in four parts and
brisk writing style and experimen- is included within the larger story
tal usage of several different narra- (Invisible), which is also presented
tive voices are almost as interesting in four parts. By the end you are
as the story. Auster begins the nov- left wondering whether or not the
el in first person and tells the first
whole thing is actually true; I’m
of four sections of the story from
still not sure.
the perspective of Walker (never
Sounds confusing right? Well,
using any quotation marks). He
my description of it probably is,
outlines his first encounter and
but Auster’s isn’t. This novel is
subsequent violent entanglement
about youth, love, murder, justice
with a slightly creepy French politi- and failure, not crazy narrative
cal science professor, Rudolf Born, experimentation. And the writing,
and his affair with Born’s mysterias unusual as it is, only furthers the
ously sexy lover, Margot.
plot and themes within it. SpeakAfter everything hits the fan
ing of themes, I should mention
(excuse my French), the three
that one of the major themes
part ways and the story jumps to
in the book is sex, and a part of

by Isaiah Smallman

isaiah.smallman@covenant.edu

that is incest. I won’t lie to you,
there’s one scene that makes
John Updike look like a prude.
So, if you are going to read the
book and then come yelling at
me for not warning you, skip
pages 116-120. Seriously. Just
skip them and don’t tell me you
were not warned. However, like
Updike, the sex isn’t thrown in
there for nothing. It’s critical to
what Auster is trying to say about
love. Adam constantly struggles
with the tension between love,
sex, and lust, and Auster calls
the reader to seriously consider
the intricacies of the relationship
between them.
This being said, Invisible is a
great novel and well worth your
time, especially since it moves so
quickly that you won’t have to
give it that much time anyway.
Auster takes a great story and fills
it with characters and ideas that
are relateable, important and well
worth exploring.

Auster’s 16th novel, Sunset Park, was published last week.
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THE
SYMBOLIC
ELECTION

Did Obama Lose the Midterms? Do We Need “A New Hope?”

by Daniel Coulbourne

by Tim VanVliet

by Chris Thornton

daniel.coulbourne@covenant.edu

timothy.vanvliet@covenant.edu

chris.thornton@covenant.edu

If there was one unifying theme to the political cacophony that was as Thursday’s midterm elections, it was that
every race was symbolic. Every ousted Democrat symbolized the strength of the malcontent sentiment popularized by the Tea Party just as every Conservative loss
symbolized a faith that the status quo was better than
the alternative.
The problem with symbols, of course, is that we and
our legislators don’t always understand exactly what they
mean. We recognize their importance, and often even
understand the gist of what they convey, yet we fail to
grasp their implications fully. Everyone knows that 10%
unemployment is a symbol for something big and bad,
but the two sides are split on exactly what. This sort
polarization on issues has led to a more general fear and
distrust by each of the other.
There is an ideological war going on in this country.
Both sides are absolutely convinced that their ideas are
just, and are willing to do what is necessary to ensure
that their cause prevails. The two armies fight valiantly,
but very rarely do they come together to build roads and
plant potatoes, which is a shame, because we could really
use some roads and potatoes.
This election was another battle in this symbolic war,
and an important battle at that. Whether it was Chris
Coons’ victory over Christine O’Donnell in Delaware or
Arizona’s ban of affirmative action, every politician and
ballot measure sent a message. In the upcoming weeks
there will be fights on the cable shows about which party
these messages favor, but for now, here are the thoughts
of five Covenant students on five of the hundreds of
aspects of this symbolic election.

I’m not sure if President Obama really lost on Election Day. He ran on a campaign of change, reform,
and bridging the partisan divide in Washington, D.C.
Independents flocked away from Republicans and gave
the Democrats large majorities. But with a Democratic
House and a supermajority in the Senate, he did not
have to pursue compromise; why give your opponents a
little debate room if you don’t have to? Now Obama is
going to have to work with Republicans and find common ground. Remember how Clinton received a similar “shellacking” in 1994? Remember how he pursued
his famous triangulation by seeking the middle ground
in politics, both working with Republicans on welfare
reform and a balanced budget while fighting them in
other areas? Obama did not take that chance when he
had a Democratic Congress; now he has to. Otto von
Bismarck once said, “Politics is the art of the possible.”
Hopefully Obama gets the message and makes it possible for the country to get back to its centrist roots
and away from extremist rhetoric. Whether Republicans
pursue the same policy or opt for revenge after being
completely shut out of the government is another question. Hopefully both sides get the real mandate—voters
want change in the process of how politics are done, not
greater partisanship on both sides of the aisle.

For those of you who many not have been aware, we recently held a national election, which resulted in a massive overhaul of the congress specifically in the House
of Representatives. It was brutal and often mean-spirited but it is finally over. Republicans have become a powerful force in Washington, one which the President will
have to deal with in a much more diplomatic fashion if
he wants to get anything done.
Some of you undoubtedly feel that this election was a
condemnation of Obama’s policies and rampant spending. I feel that it reflects disappointment in the president
by his followers and more of the same angry rhetoric
from his opposition. I am neither.
One of the few things that I believe with absolute certainty is that if you hope in men you will be disappointed. I knew this when I watched with frozen, tearstained
joy as Barack Obama became the forty-fifth president of
the United States. I knew when I put a large iconic poster of him on my wall with large letters saying HOPE,
and I knew last week when Republicans took control of
the house and augmented their numbers in the senate.
Since I have always known what happens when you put
trust in men, I am not surprised by the political ebb and
flow. The trick is to believe that even in a broken system
things can get done and maybe now that can happen.
As predictable as last week’s outcome was a year ago,
what will happen next is at least as predictable. Elections
don’t change unemployment rates and the public has an
ever-shortening memory. What happens next will be far
more interesting then the lead-up to last week.
Will the Republicans work with Obama? Will they
shut down the government? Again? Or will they lose total control of their party from within and implode shortly before 2012? I want them to work with Obama, and I
want him to work with them, and I want a government
in the center that compromises and that works for the
better of the whole electorate. What Republicans will
not do is repeal health care or impeach Obama or any
other grand plan they might have shouted in the heat of
a campaign. Anyone who thinks they can is hoping, and
I can tell you a thing or two about hope.
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Big Money Means a Big Win
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Weed, cannabis, pot, Mary Jane, bud, jolly green,
schwagg. No matter what you call it, you know what is
meant when a brother of Rastafarian persuasion asks
“Hey man, you want some?” In the recent election, Californians were asked whether they wanted to make such
a question perfectly acceptable in the eyes of the law.
Proposition 19 would have made the recreational use
of marijuana legal for adults of age 21 or older. It also
proposed taxing and regulating the trade to keep it under
control and raise revenue for California’s ailing budget.
Proponents argued that this measure would free up our
police forces and jails to fight real crime, as well as generate funding for useful state programs.
Unfortunately, the proposition also would have effectively banned any discrimination against marijuana in
the public sphere. This would have put California law
in direct opposition to federal law, which prohibits drug
use in public workplaces. Eric Holder, the U.S. Attorney
General (or “the Man” as holy rollers would call him)
vowed to “vigorously enforce” federal drug laws in California if voters passed the initiative.
The measure also effectively meant, according to the
Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office, that
workers in the private sector could sue their employers
if they were prohibited from getting loco on the job.
Many also predicted that the tax revenues from reefer
sales would only generate a few hundred million dollars
a year. While that’s easily enough to plate Carter Hall
in gold, it hardly fixes California’s deficit of $26 billion.
Now, as a man who’s proud of his Dutch heritage,
I’m naturally inclined toward the tolerance and legalization of ganja. However, this specific proposition entailed more than a simple legitimization of smoking a
joint. In the end, Californians became wise to the devil
in the details and defeated the measure by 641,000 votes.
You may now insert your own clever closing puns about
“pipe dreams” and the proposition “going up in smoke.”

Did you know that the Presidential election of 2000 cost
both parties approximately 3.1 billion dollars? Did you
know that the Center for Responsive Politics estimates
the cost of these midterm elections to be 4 billion dollars? While numbers won’t be out until sometime in January, the consensus is that this was the most expensive
race ever run.
The most expensive individual race was that of Meg
Whitman, a Republican running for governor of California. The former Ebay CEO spent nearly 160 million
dollars, and she lost. In Texas’ 102nd district, Republican Carol Kent spent $64.06 for every vote she received.
She lost, too. Overall, Conservative organizations spend
$2 for every $1 spent by liberal organizations.
Money wins votes, that has proven true yet again.
However, at what point will politicians like Meg Whitman and Carol Kent realize that no number of television advertisements and billboards are going to cause a
Democrat to vote Republican?
Just like getting a free ad for yourself on Facebook;
spending money can only increase name recognition; it
can’t force people to vote for you.

I’m going to be frank. I’m not a Republican. And I’m
not a Democrat either. I want to see bipartisanship, and
I don’t think this election has given it to us. President
Obama came into the White House two years ago with
an ambitiously progressive agenda; and though he has
achieved much, he has had to make a lot of compromises along the way. I don’t agree with everything the
Obama administration has done, but I respect it.
The incoming Speaker of the House, John Boehner, however, looks at the Democratic agenda and says
“We’re going to do everything and I mean everything we
can do to kill it, stop it, slow it down, whatever we can.”
This blatant obstructionism worries me, and I think we
are only going to see it get worse in the next few years.
The Republicans, with a solid majority in the House, but
not in the Senate, will have just enough power to achieve
Boehner’s goal. We will see them regularly blocking the
Democratic agenda quite effectively, I expect. If they
want to achieve anything beyond this, however, they are
going to need to enlist the aid of the Democrats.
When we have leading Republicans, like John Boehner
and Rand Paul, calling for no compromise and the coopting of Washington, I don’t see much chance of this
happening. Maybe this is just campaign rhetoric that will
be softened when the Republicans take power in January, but right now I’m afraid that the coming years will
be politics as usual.
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Can You Dig It?
Covenant volleyball serves up a solid season

by James Dawson
james.dawson@covenant.edu

Sitting on a solid record of 18-12,
Covenant women managed to top
the Great South Athletic Conference (GSAC) conference with
a pivotal win over Maryville, at
Maryville, in their first five-game
victory of the season.
“The Maryville game was the biggest win of the season,” said junior
Kaitlyn Glass. “It was a rough game
with a rowdy crowd, but after the
final point fell the only noise heard
in the gym was from us Scots” (and
not the Maryville kind, just the
Covenant kind).
It was a packed house, and the
stands were covered in a sea of
orange and white. The Maryville
Scots came out and took the first set
like a gift. The second and third sets
however, transformed this Scottish showdown into a real match as
the Covenant ladies picked up the
intensity. In fact, the Lady Scots
could have claimed the “W” after
four games, but decided to make
it more suspenseful by taking it to
five. At the end of the night, juniors
Erica Adams and Jessie Jakes had
combined for 34 kills.
While on the subject of thrilling victories, it is important to
note that last Wednesday’s game
was senior night, and Tennessee
Wesleyan happily volunteered to be
the recipients of a spike-fest deluge
that resulted in a sweeping 3-0
Covenant victory.
The Lady Scots, and their fans
alike, honored the lone senior –
dominating right side hitter Emily
Dupree – with chants of “Do it
for Dupes,” and the team’s 18th
victory of the season was as good
a parting gift as anyone could ask
for. After the game I asked a few of

the volleyball players what Emily
brought to the table (aside from a
spike more powerful than Thor’s
hammer) in her four seasons here at
Covenant, to which they unanimously replied: “She is humble,
encouraging, a leader by example,
and extremely goofy.” Fortunately,
she shares Thor’s power, but not
the egocentricity that is typical of
those ancient gods. Apparently the
last characteristic, “goofy,” plays
a crucial role in the team’s psyche
during the games, because, as their
coach says, “they play their best
when they’re having fun.”
The Lady Scots are not yet
allowed to play in the NCAA postseason tournaments, which means
the Lady Scots will instead head
to King College for the NCCAA
Regional Tournament in two weeks.
The team shouldn’t be worried
about the future, though. After all,
they have nine upperclassmen and
lot of great leadership. But guess
what? Eight of our nine upperclassmen are juniors. That’s right Division III. Watch out. You may have
dodged a bullet this season but next
year we won’t miss the target.
I asked one of these juniors,
setter Kristin Dahlstrand what the
difference maker was this season.
She replied: “Everyone steps onto
the court with the confidence that
we can win any game.” Did you all
read that properly? She said “any
game”... perhaps a national championship game?…We’ll see.
For now, be rest assured that
Battleball is not the most exciting
sport that takes place in Barnes
Gymnasium, and be comforted by
the fact that, even if you missed the
Lady Scots at home this year, the
core of the team will return next
season to once again bring the heat.

FINAL SCORES:
Men’s Soccer vs. Berry (2-5 L)
Women’s Soccer vs. Berry (0-2 L)
Women’s Volleyball vs. TN Wesleyan (3-0 W)
Women’s Volleyball vs. Reinhardt (2-3 L)
Top: Junior Kristin Dahlstrand jump sets the ball during their match against Oglethorpe.
Bottom: Senior Emily Dupree gets ready for a spike from the opposing team, Berry.
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